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 After continuous passes through poetry festivals the 

May celebration here at Round Top, Texas, it would seem the 

craft would become contagious and the rhythm in the words 

start filtering into your script. Instead of writing in 

compound sentences and stilted paragraphs, clever light 

verses and formal finished stanzas should whisp across your 

pages. 

 It further flashed in my imagination that readers and 

writers at the events should start coming across the 

classrooms to admire your work. The old, old lady with the 

handsome ebony cane on down the scale to the young, young 

nymph in green cowboy boots would invite you to read their 

poems. Professors hired by the festival would want you to 

eat at their table. And the kid you gave a two-dollar bill 

tip to the night before when he served coffee would ask you 

to autograph the bill. 

 All this came to mind last night after two poets read 

to the whole delegation in the enormous formal continental 

hall. It became sharper after a short walk over to the 

cabin to stand alone on a stone slab and hear the frogs 

croak in the mossy pond behind the place. 

 The frogs sang over and over: “Come in, come in,the 

water is fine. (Pause) Stay away, stay away, herons and 



cranes.( Pause) Live in peace, live in peace, with the 

talents you bear.” 

 Words change after they’re put to print. Do note, 

“Pauses” are not intended for you, the reader. You can take 

off and read the thing straight through. In truth, I wish 

you would. The pause is in case word spreads of the 

fabulous frog poet to the point that he reads before the 

Poet Laureate of the United States that he should pause for 

dramatic effect. It does look like there’d be an outlet to 

publish frog material. It’s so scarce. 

 One sure bet is that the green-backed heron last week 

in Port Aransas that the bird watchers saw eating turtles 

is bound to support a change to a Round Top frog pond. He’d 

like to feast on juicy frogs after having to swallow those 

turtle shells. The birders claim they saw him eat two baby 

turtles, downing each one head first without a chaser. 

 Turtles just come one way — whole and in the shell au-

natural. And herons? They are bred and born to have a craw 

at the pulley bone region. A herons’ difficulty swallowing 

a turtle not only can be a worsened by a sore throat, don’t 

discount tonsillitis from standing in cold water all day. 

 The frogs brought back, also, the old ranch nights 

when the big draw flooded. It seemed they immediately came 

from the dirt banks to croak at the edge of the swirling 



waters. Always, we were surprised at how long the frogs 

lived under the ground, and it shocked us how such small 

voiceboxes boomed so huge in the night. 

 By morning the Round Top frogs were not the only thing 

to grow quiet. In the book for the poet’s festival 

contributions, a poem by Patti Ann Roger ended my poetic 

ambitions. Her smooth, rich language wound this cowboy’s 

stuff up — frogs croaking, indeed. 

 First, you have to be plenty brazen to write prose in 

the language; second, that’s no license to try to slip a 

rythmn by or hang out a verse on the same license. 

 Look, please, at a verse and a bit quoted from the 

middle of one of Ms. Rogers’ poems: 

 “And we know the noise 

 of our own inventions—snare and kettle. 

 bonga conga, big bass, toy tin, 

 timbales, tambourine, tom-tom. 

  

 But the heart must be the most 

 Pervasive drum of all …” 

 Catch that? “But the heart must be the most pervasive 

drum of all.” A whole satchel full of choices in other 

poetry books are over on the chair by this desk. But the 

real reason to use those short lines was to be able to tell 



Ms. Rogers thanks in person for heading off a frog pond 

poet before his material slipped into a public vein. 

 She said that was the first time she’d ever had, or 

heard of a compliment like that one. She asked further what 

readers were going to think about a few lines extracted 

from a poem written by a poet they might never have heard 

of before. 

 The best way to answer her was to explain that 

columnists are not elected. We crowd in at the slightest 

encouragement and don’t take much encouragement once we 

find an empty space. 

 And by the way, she seemed like a good sport. She 

didn’t act at all like one of those tacky people who expect 

permission to print their work. 


